Knowledge Progression in French at Key Stage Two

Year 3 &4

CORE VOCAB AND
PHONETICS-numbers,
greetings
Children will learn how
to accurately
pronounce, read and
spell each individual
number between 1 and
20 and will also learn
the numbers 20 to 100
in units of 10.
. Children will be taught
a selection of typical
French salutations.
.To learn how to
accurately pronounce,
read and spell all seven
days of the week.

I’m learning French



. Children will learn key
facts about France, basic
geography of France and
the countries that surround
it.



Children will learn fixed
phrases in French to say
how they are feeling
answering the question ça
va? This encourages role
play activity with the
children



Children will learn fixed
phrases in French to say
what they are called
answering the question
comment tu t'appelles? This
encourages role play
activity with the children.
.Children will learn the
numbers from 1 to 10 and
10 basic colours.

Presenting myself



Quick revision of France and
French speaking countries. .
.



Teach the children how to
ask bonjour, ça va? (hello,
how are you?) give a reply
ça va bien, ça va mal etc (I
am well, I am not so well
etc) and end their
conversation with au revoir
(Teach the children how to
say je m'appelle (I am
called.. / my name is..) and
ask someone else comment
tu t'appelles? (what is your
name?). Learn numbers 10
to 20. goodbye).



how to ask quel âge as-tu?
(how old are you?) and reply
with j'ai ... ans (I am ... years
old). Teach the



children how to ask quel âge
as-tu? (how old are you?)
and reply with j'ai ... ans (I
am ... years old).

Core vocab and
phonetics (yr 3- no
French knowledge)
 The French
alphabet.


Some basic French
accents.



Common French
letter strings.

My Family



Introduce nouns and the
appropriate definite
article for family
members. Explain the
different articles for
masculine, feminine and
plural family member
nouns. .Introduce the
question elle or il
s'appelle comment?
(what is he or she
called?)



elle or il s'appelle
comment? (what is he or
she called?) Question astu un frère? and as-tu
une soeur



Mon, ma and mes

Animals



To learn noun and article for five
animals.



introduction of je suis



Consolidation of all 10 animal
nouns and article



To focus on the correct spellings
of the animal nouns and practice
using the correct article

Knowledge Progression in French at Key Stage Two
GRAMMAR AND CORE
VOCAB-nouns,
presenting myself,
where do I live?

Healthy eating

Year 5&6


Look at how nouns
work in French and how
they can affect the
spelling and
pronunciation of other
words in sentences. The
biggest difference is
that nouns in French
have GENDER (they can
be masculine or
feminine)
How to ask où habitestu? (where do you
live?) and reply with
j'habite a (I live in...)
je suis + nationality





. To learn 20 food and drink
items introduced in past two
lessons plus a brief
introduction to the concept of
'some' in French. This
encourages the children to
articulate in French foods that
eat and don't eat and drinks
that they drink and don't
drink to maintain a healthy
diet.
To recognise and hear to
articulate which ones they do
and don't do to lead healthy
lifestyles .
ingredients required and
instructions necessary for a
healthy recipe.

Weather



nine key weather phrases



the key weather phrases
incorporating days of the
week and weather
descriptions.



key weather phrases with
a particular focus on map
work. To learn about some
of the main French cities,
they will learn compass
points in French (dans le
nord / dans le sud etc.)



To create and present an
authentic weather
forecast in French

What is the date?

Planets- Naming the planets,
solar system



To focus on the
pronunciation and
spelling of the
twelve months of
the year.



. To learn the planets
and focus on
pronunciation and their
position relative to each
other in the solar system



how to say the
date in French
quelle est la date
aujourd'hui?



Each planet is described
in terms of size, distance
and appearance



To focus on the
key question and
answers to quand
est ton
anniversaire?





complete guided
listening and reading
activities based on the
complex sentences
presented.

Me in the world- about different
French places, festivals, the planet and
how we all play apart in looking after it
.To learn about the flag and
currency for each country and
learn the difference in how to
express 'I live in a city' and 'I live
in a country' in French.


Francophone countries. .



Festivals including: Mardi Gras,
14th July (Bastille Day), Canada
Day and Eid.



To look at the similarities and
differences in two capital cities in
Francophone countries: Port-auPrince (Haiti) and Paris (France).



To look at population numbers
and a number of tourist
attractions in each city.



what they will each do to try to
help protect and preserve our
planet.




.

